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Abstract

Parameterization of a 3D triangular mesh is a fundamental problem in various applications of meshes. The convex

combination approach is widely used for parameterization because of its good properties, such as fast computation and

one-to-one embedding. However, the approach has a drawback: most boundary triangles have high distortion in the

embedding compared with interior ones. In this paper, we present an extension of the convex combination approach

that resolves the drawback by using a virtual boundary. Since the virtual boundary is fixed onto a given convex polygon

instead of the real boundary, the real boundary triangles can better reflect the shape of the corresponding 3D triangles.

The proposed approach obtains a parameterization of a 3D mesh with less distortion than with the original convex

combination approach. r 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Parameterization of a 3D triangular mesh is a funda-

mental process for many applications of meshes, such as

texture mapping [1–6], multi-resolution modeling [7,8], and

smooth surface fitting [9–11]. Mesh parameterization can

be regarded as embedding a 3D mesh into a 2D parameter

space, where a 2D coordinate ðs; tÞ is assigned to each

point on the surface of a mesh. In general, the mesh

cannot be flattened over a plane without distortion [1,2].

In many applications using parameterization, it is

important to minimize distortion, which is the primary

objective of parameterization. One-to-one mapping is

also a very important property of parameterization.

Two major paradigms exist in mesh parameterization:

energy functional minimization and the convex combi-

nation approach. For the first paradigm, several

approaches have been developed to define and minimize

an energy functional that measures distortion in the

embedded mesh. Maillot et al. proposed a method to

minimize a norm of the Green–Lagrange deformation

tensor based on elasticity theory [2]. The harmonic

embedding used by Eck et al. minimizes the metric

dispersion instead of elasticity [7]. L!evy et al. proposed an

energy functional minimization method based on ortho

gonality and homogeneous spacing [3]. A non-deforma-

tion criterion (i.e., Dirichlet energy per parameter area)

is introduced in [10] with extrapolating capabilities.

The convex combination approach is an extension of

the barycentric mapping approach proposed by Tutte

[12]. This approach obtains parameterization by fixing

the boundary vertices of a 3D mesh onto a 2D convex

polygon and solving a linear system to determine the 2D

embedded positions of the interior vertices. The linear

system is constructed by representing each interior

vertex as a convex combination of its neighborhood.

In this approach, the major problem concerns how to

determine the coefficients of the convex combination for

each interior vertex. Floater [9] proposed shape-preser-

ving parameterization, where the coefficients are deter-

mined by using conformal mapping and barycentric

coordinates. The harmonic embedding [7] is also a

special case of this approach, except that the coefficients

may be negative.
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The convex combination approach to parameteriza-

tion is simple and fast, while energy functional minimiza-

tion may require extensive computation since the func-

tional generally requires a non-linear solver. In addition,

the convex combination approach always creates a one-

to-one embedding. Because of these advantages, many

mesh applications use this convex combination method

[7,13–16]. However, this approach requires the boundary

of a mesh to be fixed onto a convex polygon, which

causes high distortion near the boundary. The embed-

ding of a mesh cannot reflect the 3D boundary shape of

the mesh because the boundary shape of the embedding

is forced to be the same as the convex polygon.

In this paper, we extend the convex combination

approach to reduce high distortion near the boundary.

We enable the boundary shape of the embedding to

reflect the 3D boundary shape by allowing vertices on

the boundary to move in a 2D parameter space in the

same manner as the inner vertices. To move boundary

vertices freely, we attach a set of virtual vertices to the

boundary of a mesh and map the virtual vertices to a 2D

convex polygon instead of the real boundary vertices.

Accordingly, our method can generate an embedding

with less distortion for a mesh with a complicated

boundary than the original approach. We can guarantee

that a one-to-one mapping is generated by solving a

linear system since the method is based on the convex

combination approach.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2

summarizes the convex combination approach as a

preliminary. Section 3 introduces the basic concept and

the process of the proposed method, and describes the

construction of a virtual boundary and how to

determine the coefficients of virtual vertices. Additional

improvements to our method will be explained in

Section 4. We show some examples in Section 5 and

conclude this paper in Section 6.

2. Parameterization based on convex combinations

Floater proposed the convex combination approach

to parameterization [9]. Let u1;y; uN be the 2D

embedded positions of 3D vertices, v1;y; vN ; where

v1;y; vn and vnþ1;y; vN are the interior and boundary

vertices of a mesh, respectively. The convex combination

approach determines the values of unþ1;y; uN by

mapping the 3D boundary onto a given convex polygon

in 2D parameter space. To obtain the values of

u1;y; un; the approach represents ui as a convex

combination of uj ; where vj are the one-ring neighbor-

hood vertices of vi: In other words,

ui ¼
XN

j¼1

li;juj ; i ¼ 1;y; n;

li; j > 0; ði; jÞAE; li; j ¼ 0; ði; jÞaE;

XN

j¼1

li; j ¼ 1; ð1Þ

where E is the edge set of the mesh. We can compute the

values of u1;y; un by solving the linear system in

Eq. (2), which is derived from Eq. (1).

ui �
Xn

j¼1

li; juj ¼
XN

j¼nþ1

li; juj ; i ¼ 1;y; n: ð2Þ

Floater proved that a unique solution of the linear

system in Eq. (2) always exists. He also proved that if

mapping between the 3D boundary and the 2D convex

polygon is one-to-one, mapping for the interior vertices

becomes an embedding without overlaps. The shape of

the embedding depends on the coefficients li; j of the

convex combination. Floater proposed three methods to

obtain the coefficients: uniform parameterization, chord

length parameterization, and shape-preserving parame-

terization. Among them, the last method best reflects the

shape of a mesh since the method has the affine invariant

property.

Figs. 1(b) and (c) are 2D embeddings of the 3D mesh

shown in Fig. 1(a) using shape-preserving parameteriza-

tion [9], which use a square and circle as the bounding

polygon, respectively. We ascertain a drawback with the

convex combination approach: high distortion occurs

near the boundary. We can observe that triangles

around the corners of a square differ considerably from

triangles in the 3D mesh.

Fig. 1. Parameterization of a triangular mesh with the convex combination approach: (a) 3D triangular mesh; (b) square; (c) circle.
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3. Parameterization with a virtual boundary

3.1. Basic idea

The major problem of parameterization of a 3D

triangular mesh concerns how to embed a mesh onto a

2D parameter space so that the shapes of triangles can

be well preserved. In the convex combination approach,

fixing the boundary of a mesh onto a convex polygon

highly deforms the triangles near the boundary in 2D

parameter space. In contrast, if boundary vertices can

move to reflect the 3D boundary shape of a mesh, we

can decrease distortion near the boundary of an

embedding. Hence, our basic idea starts from how to

make vertices on the boundary move to reflect the 3D

boundary shape of a mesh in 2D parameter space. To

freely move boundary vertices, we attach a set of virtual

vertices to the boundary, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a), and

map the virtual vertices onto a bounding polygon

instead of real boundary vertices. Then we can reduce

the distortion near the boundary in the embedding, as

shown in Fig. 2(b).

3.2. Parameterization process

In the proposed method, the parameterization process

can be summarized as follows (see Fig. 3).

(1) Virtual vertices are attached to the real boundary

without 3D geometric information.

(2) The coefficients of convex combinations are com-

puted for interior vertices and real boundary

vertices.

(3) The shape of the bounding convex polygon is

determined in the parameter space, and the virtual

boundary is mapped onto the polygon.

(4) The linear system from the convex combinations is

solved to determine the embedded positions of the

interior and real boundary vertices.

All processes are the same as the convex combination

approach, except the creation and mapping of a virtual

boundary and the computation of coefficients for real

boundary vertices. We will account for these additional

and changed parts in detail in the following subsections.

3.3. Virtual boundary vertices

To use a virtual boundary for parameterization, we

must assign topological information to virtual vertices

and embed them onto a given bounding convex polygon.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the vertices on the real boundary

and the virtual boundary are denoted by vi and v0i ;
respectively. In the convex combination approach, the

vertices on the boundary are parameterized on the

bounding convex polygon by considering the edge

length between two adjacent vertices. In the case of the

virtual boundary, we do not have the 3D positions of

virtual vertices. Hence, we map the virtual vertices onto

Fig. 2. Virtual boundary in 3D and 2D space: (a) Mesh and

virtual boundary; (b) virtual boundary on the parameter

space.

Fig. 3. Parameterization process.
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the convex polygon by using edge lengths between the

real boundary vertices.

To use the edge lengths of the 3D boundary, we first

make the same number of virtual vertices and connect a

virtual vertex v02i to a real boundary vertex vi; as shown
in Fig. 4(a). Next, we place the vertices v02i on the

bounding convex polygon so that the lengths of the

edges between v02i and v02iþ2 are proportional to the

distances between vi and viþ1: These attachment and

placement of virtual vertices prevent drastic changes of

the relative distances between adjacent real boundary

vertices in the parameterization. That is, if two adjacent

vertices on the real boundary are close, they will also be

close in the 2D embedding.

To triangulate the faces between real and virtual

boundaries, we insert another virtual vertex v02iþ1 at the

middle of virtual vertices v02i and v02iþ2 (see Fig. 4(b)).

With the insertion of vertices v02iþ1; we can obtain

symmetric connectivity between real and virtual bound-

aries, and make each real boundary vertex adjacent to

the same number of virtual vertices. Consequently, the

number of virtual vertices is twice that of the real

boundary vertices and each real boundary vertex vi is

adjacent to three virtual vertices, v02i�1; v02i; and v02iþ1: We

also expect the real boundary vertices to move more

freely, with virtual vertices twice number of the real

boundary vertices.

3.4. Local parameterization of real boundary vertices

We use shape-preserving parameterization to compute

the coefficients of vertices in the convex combinations.

The coefficients are computed from the local para-

meterization of a vertex and its one-ring neighbor-

hood. Conformal mapping is used for local parameter-

ization, and the coefficients are acquired by averaging

the barycentric coordinates. Refer to [9] for the

details.

In the case of our augmented mesh, we should

compute the coefficients for the real boundary vertices

as well as the interior ones. Note that the virtual vertices,

not the real boundary vertices, are fixed onto the given

bounding convex polygon. In the local parameterization

of a real boundary vertex, we cannot directly use

conformal mapping because the virtual vertices have

no geometry.

To preserve the local shape of the boundary, we first

map a real boundary vertex and its real neighbor vertices

onto the 2D parameter space. They can be mapped onto

the 2D space without distortion, while the angles and

lengths of the real triangles are preserved. Figs. 5(a) and

(b), respectively, show 3D configuration and 2D

mapping of a real boundary vertex and its neighbors.

We then place the virtual vertices v02i�1; v02i; and v02iþ1 as

shown in Fig. 5(c). Here, the distances between vi and v0j ;
j ¼ 2i � 1; 2i; 2i þ 1; are the same as the average of

lengths of the real boundary edges adjacent to vi: The
angles around vi of the virtual triangles are the same as

ð2p� yÞ=4; where y is the sum of angles around vi of the

real triangles. Note that four virtual triangles always

exist around a real boundary vertex. Finally, we

compute the coefficients for the boundary vertices by

averaging the barycentric coordinates, as in shape-

preserving parameterization.

Fig. 5. Local parameterization of a real boundary vertex and its 1-ring neighborhood: (a) 3D configuration; (b) 2D mapping; (c)

placement of virtual vertices.

Fig. 4. Virtual vertices and their connectivity to real boundary vertices: (a) Initial placement of virtual vertices; (b) symmetric

triangulation.
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By using the average length of real edges for the

virtual edge length, we can prevent the generation of

skinny triangles. No specific virtual vertex of the three

has a dominant effect on the real boundary vertex with

the assignment of the same length and angle.

Figs. 6(b) and (c) show the embedding results

obtained when the bounding polygon is a square and

circle, respectively. The examples show that we can

obtain better results than those of the original convex

combination approach [9] in Fig. 1. This is because the

virtual boundary is fixed instead of the real boundary;

that is, the real boundary vertices can freely move.

4. Additional improvement

4.1. Shape of a bounding polygon

We can use various 2D polygons, such as a square and

circle, for the bounding convex polygon onto which the

virtual boundary is fixed. Although we can acquire a

better result with a virtual boundary, the shape of an

embedding is still strongly influenced by the bounding

convex polygon. For example, the overall shapes of the

real boundary in Figs. 6(b) and (c) are close to the

square and circle, respectively. In Fig. 6(b), the em-

bedded triangles around the corner of the square have

higher distortions than other boundary triangles. We

can reduce the distortions of boundary triangles by

using the bounding convex polygon whose shape closely

resembles that of the 3D boundary.

A simple approach for deriving such a bounding

convex polygon is to project the real boundary onto the

plane obtained by the least-square fitting of the 3D

boundary vertices. When the projected boundary is

concave, we can use the convex hull of the projected

boundary as the bounding convex polygon. However, a

limitation with this approach is that the projected

boundary may not well reflect the 3D boundary,

depending on the configuration of the 3D boundary

vertices.

To obtain a bounding convex polygon that resembles

the 3D boundary, we first derive a 2D polygon that

preserves the adjacent angles and lengths of 3D

boundary edges. In general, such a 2D polygon may

not exist when the 3D boundary is non-planar.

Sederberg et al. considered a similar problem for 2D

shape blending and proposed the edge tweaking method

[17]. In edge tweaking, the changes of edge lengths are

minimized while the angles between edges are preserved.

In this paper, we adopt the edge tweaking method to

obtain a 2D polygon from the 3D boundary. The

bounding convex polygon is determined as the convex

hull of the 2D polygon. Now we explain how the edge

tweaking method is used in this paper.

For the edge tweaking method, we represent the

original edge lengths, the amounts of length adjustment,

and the adjacent angles between edges as li; si; and yi ;
respectively, for i ¼ n þ 1; n þ 2;y;N : Fig. 7(a) shows
an illustration. The problem is to find the values of si

that minimize the objective function

f ðsnþ1;y; sN Þ ¼
XN

i¼nþ1

s2i
l2i

subject to the equality constraints

j1ðsnþ1;y; sN Þ ¼
XN

i¼nþ1

ðli þ siÞ cosðaiÞ ¼ 0;

j2ðsnþ1;y; sN Þ ¼
XN

i¼nþ1

ðli þ siÞ sinðaiÞ ¼ 0:

Here, N � n is the number of the edges, and ai is the

angle between the x-axis and the directed edge from ui to

uiþ1: The two equality constraints mean that the 2D

polygonal curve with the edge lengths of li þ si is a

closed polygon. The solution for the values of si can be

obtained by using Lagrange multipliers. For the details

of the solution process, refer to [17].

Let vi and ui; for i ¼ n þ 1; n þ 2;y;N; denote

vertices on the 3D mesh boundary and the correspond-

ing vertices on the 2D polygon, respectively. To obtain

ui from vi by using the edge tweaking method, we must

determine the original lengths li and the angles yi: For
the lengths li; we can simply set li as the length of the 3D

boundary edge between vi and viþ1: In the case of the

angles yi; we compute yi from the angles bi; j around vi of

Fig. 6. Embedding results with virtual boundaries: (a) 3D triangular mesh; (b) square; (c) circle.
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the boundary triangles adjacent to vi as follows (see

Fig. 7(b)).

A simple way to compute yi is to sum the angles bi; j :
However, the angles bi; j may be changed when the

boundary triangles are embedded onto a 2D polygon,

and the sum of bi; j in 3D may be improper for yi: To
estimate the values of angles bi; j in the final embedding

of the 3D mesh, we compute the averaged conformal

angles gi; j : Let Vi be the set of vertices of the 3D mesh

which are adjacent to the boundary vertex vi: The set Vi

is divided to two subsets; a boundary vertex set fvi;1; vi;cg
and an interior vertex set fvi;2;y; vi;c�1g; where vi;1 ¼

vi�1 and vi;c ¼ viþ1; and c is the number of vertices in Vi:
See Fig. 7(b) for an illustration. When we apply

conformal mapping to the one-ring neighborhood of

an interior vertex vi; j ; we obtain values b
2
i;j�1 and b1i; j for

the angles bi;j�1 and bi; j ; respectively. We define the

averaged conformal angles gi; j by

gi;1 ¼ b2i;1; gi;c�1 ¼ b1i;c�1; and gi; j ¼
b1i; j þ b2i; j

2

for j ¼ 2;y; c � 2:

Finally, we determine the angle yi as the sum of the

averaged conformal angles gi; j ;

yi ¼
Xc�1

j¼1

gi; j :

In Fig. 8, the bounding convex polygon is the convex

hull of the 2D polygon generated by the edge tweaking

method. The embedding result is better than those in

Fig. 6 because the bounding polygon reflects the 3D

boundary of the mesh. Fig. 9 shows an example of

parameterizing a mesh with a more complicated

boundary. Figs. 9(b)–(d) are the embedding results

obtained by fixing the virtual boundary onto a square,

a circle, and the bounding polygon from edge tweaking,

respectively. We can also observe that the embedding in

Fig. 7. Edge tweaking for the bounding convex polygon: (a) 2D polygon; (b) 3D mesh boundary.

Fig. 8. Embedding result with the bounding polygon that

resembles the 3D boundary: (a) 3D mesh; (b) bounding

polygon from edge tweaking.

Fig. 9. Embedding results with different bounding polygons: (a) 3D mesh; (b) square; (c) circle; (d) edge tweaking.
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Fig. 9(d) has less distortion near the boundary than the

others.

4.2. Multi-layered virtual boundary

Although we can reduce the distortion near the

boundary by using virtual vertices, the shape of the

2D embedding still remains under the strong influence of

the bounding convex polygon. Specifically, high distor-

tion can appear in the concave region of the 2D polygon

generated by the edge tweaking method. In Fig. 6, we

observe that the triangle shapes in a region far from the

boundary are well-preserved. Hence, to reduce the

influence of the bounding polygon, we can add more

virtual vertices in a multi-layered structure.

To prevent an exponential increase in the number of

virtual vertices, each layer is crafted to contain the same

number of virtual vertices. Fig. 10 shows the connectiv-

ity of virtual vertices between layers. With this

connectivity, all virtual vertices except the first layer

have the same number of adjacent vertices in a

symmetric and consistent structure.

In contrast to the single-layered structure, we must

compute the coefficients of the convex combinations for

virtual vertices, except in the last layer, since their

positions are not determined by the mapping of the

virtual boundary onto the bounding convex polygon.

For simplicity, the coefficients are set to be uniformly

1=di ; where di is the degree of a virtual vertex vi: For
example, in the case of v02i in Fig. 10, the coefficients are

1=6:
Fig. 11 shows the results of the parameterization using

multi-layered virtual boundaries. When the 3D bound-

ary severely runs in and out, as shown in Fig. 11(a), the

convex hull of the 2D polygon obtained by the edge

tweaking method considerably differs from the shape of

the 3D boundary. Fig. 11(b) shows the result of 2D

embedding when the real boundary is fixed to the convex

hull. The triangles around the nose are stretched because

of the concave part of the 3D boundary. The distortion

is reduced when we add virtual vertices in a multi-

layered structure to the real boundary, as shown in

Figs. 11(c)–(f).

5. Experimental results

Table 1 shows the comparison of distortion measure-

ments for the face model in Fig. 11(a) with three cases:

the bounding convex polygon is a square, a circle, and a

2D polygon from edge tweaking. We use the texture

stretch metric L2 and LN defined in [18] as the measures

for comparison. The L2 norm corresponds to the mean

stretch over all directions, and the worst-case norm LN

relates to the greatest stretch.

From Table 1, we observe that the distortion

measurement changes according to the shape of the

bounding polygon, and the value decreases as the

Fig. 10. Construction of a multi-layered virtual boundary.

Fig. 11. Effects of multi-layered virtual boundaries: (a) 3D mesh; (b) no virtual vertices; (c) one layer; (d) two layers; (e) three layers; (f)

four layers.
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bounding polygon is closer to the shape of the 3D

boundary. Hence, the embedding with the edge tweaking

method has a better result than the others. Moreover,

the result with a virtual boundary is superior to that of

the original convex combination approach for every

bounding convex polygon.

In Table 1, the embedding with two virtual layers

shows a better result than with a single layer. However,

the results with seven virtual layers is worse than the

others. This implies that adding more virtual layers does

not always generate a better embedding result. The

threshold for the number of virtual layers which obtains

the best embedding result in terms of L2 and LN stretch

metrics is not clear.

Parameterization of a 3D mesh has various applica-

tions in computer graphics, such as texture mapping,

multi-resolution modeling, and smooth surface fitting.

Fig. 12 shows the results of texture mapping, where a

check-board pattern is mapped onto the mesh in

Fig. 11(a). In the case of a square boundary without

virtual vertices, the size and shape of rectangles in the

check-board pattern are much distorted in the texture

mapping, as shown in Fig. 12(a). Figs. 12(b) and (c) are

the results from edge tweaking with no virtual layer and

with two virtual layers, respectively. Fig. 12(b) shows

that a 2D bounding polygon similar to a 3D boundary

decreases the distortion near the boundary. However,

the texture around the nose is still more distorted than

around the jaw, due to severe concavity. In Fig. 12(c),

the texture is more uniformly mapped around the nose

by using two virtual layers.

Fig. 13 shows another texture mapping example.

Fig. 13(a) is a 3D mesh model. Two figures in Fig. 13(b)

are the embedding and texture mapping results, where

we embed the 3D boundary onto a square. Two figures

in Fig. 13(c) are the results when we use a virtual

boundary and map it to the polygon obtained by edge

tweaking. We can observe that the bounding polygon in

the left figure of Fig. 13(c) resembles the 3D boundary in

Fig. 13(a) more closely than Fig. 13(b). Hence, the

texture is more uniformly mapped on the surface in

Fig. 13(c) than in Fig. 13(b).

Table 2 shows the computation time required to

parameterize the models shown in this paper with and

without virtual boundaries. In the current implementa-

tion, we use the Gauss–Seidel method to solve the linear

system from the convex combinations. Since the number

of boundary vertices is much smaller than that of all

vertices in a mesh, the computation time with virtual

boundaries increases only in a little amount, as shown in

Table 2.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an extension of the convex

combination approach to reduce high distortion around

the boundary in the parameterization of a 3D mesh. We

Table 1

Comparison of distortion measurements

Boundary shape, boundary type (# virtual layers) L2 LN

Square, real (0) 1.24656 5.23226

Square, virtual (1) 1.16722 5.08168

Circle, real (0) 1.44516 12.68943

Circle, virtual (1) 1.25441 7.73539

Tweaking edges, real (0) 1.20768 4.96846

Tweaking edges, virtual (1) 1.14169 4.89727

Tweaking edges, virtual (2) 1.13204 4.76854

Tweaking edges, virtual (7) 1.16177 6.32086

Fig. 12. Texture mapping results for a face model: (a) Rectangle, real boundary; (b) edge tweaking, real boundary; (c) edge tweaking,

two virtual layers.
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introduced the virtual boundary of a mesh, which is

fixed to the bounding convex polygon instead of the real

boundary. To improve the embedding results, we

presented an approach to determine the 2D bounding

polygon that reflects the 3D boundary. We also

proposed a multi-layered structure of virtual vertices,

which is useful for a mesh with a severely concave

boundary.

In future work, we will investigate the adaptive

addition of virtual layers that reflects concavity of the

2D boundary obtained by edge tweaking. In addition,

we will apply a speed up technique with a multi-level

approach, such as multi-grid relaxation, to solve the

linear system.
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